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Abstract: Wave and wind forces from tropical cyclones are one of the main design parameters of
coastal and offshore infrastructure in tropical areas. The estimation of ocean waves parameters in
the design of structures in tropical areas is difficult due to the complexity of wind fields associated
with tropical cyclones. The use of numerical wave models, forced with parametric wind fields, is a
common practice within the climatic characterization of extreme events. However, there is currently
no consensus on the selection of parametric models for wave prediction due to the lack of a rigorous
assessment of different models. In this study, six well-known parametric wind models were tested,
compared, and applied in the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. Therefore, the evaluation and
comparison of the resulting wind and wave fields are presented, showing that a particular model
may best represent a specific event, but, when dealing with a large number of events, the choice of a
particular parametric wind model or a combination of them does not guarantee greater accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TC) are one of the major destructive forces in nature, resulting in losses due to
extreme wind speeds, precipitations, ocean waves, and storm surges. While wind and precipitation
can lead to damages inland and storm surge in coastal areas, ocean waves are a relevant hazard
affecting offshore areas and acting upon the storm surge as a destructive force when arriving at the
coast. For example, hurricane Ivan (2004) partially destroyed seven oil and gas offshore platforms,
while six drilling rigs reported major damage in the Gulf of Mexico [1], with measured waves of
approximately 29 m [2]. The following year, 2005, hurricanes Rita and Katrina affected 113 oil and gas
offshore platforms and seven drilling rigs, severely damaging 170 structures [3,4]. Moreover, Hurricane
Katrina generated record-breaking waves with significant wave heights (Hs) of 16.76 m measured at
buoy 42040 from the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC), with wave height estimations as high as
32.1 m offshore [3]. Extreme waves delivered in the 2004 and 2005 seasons led to the revision of the
American Petroleum Institute (API) guidance document for hurricane conditions [5], denoting the
importance of TC derived ocean waves in tropical regions and of their adequate representation.

Numerical modeling is a standard tool to derive spatial and temporal homogeneous extreme
waves in tropical areas due to the scarce measured data. These models require wind fields as the
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primary forcing, commonly available from wind reanalysis and TC wind datasets. The main advantage
of wind reanalysis is their homogeneity regarding the analysis techniques [6]. However, they are too
coarse to represent extreme TC winds with high vorticity [7,8], leading to underestimation of maximum
winds [9,10], and, thus, being inaccurate to derive TC generated waves [11]. Other techniques have been
sought to overcome this limitation, such as wind downscaling techniques involving models capable of
solving high-resolution TC wind fields (e.g., [12–14]). While these approaches provide accurate wind
fields, their implementation is time-consuming and unfeasible for long-term analyses. Other databases,
such as the Real-time Hurricane Wind Analysis System (H*Wind) [15,16], provide high-resolution
measured wind fields to force wave models. However, H*Wind is only available for the North Atlantic
and post-1996 hurricanes. Furthermore, the H*Wind temporal resolution between wind fields is too
coarse for most long-term studies related to TC.

An alternative to accommodate historical TC in wave studies is to integrate wind parametric models
to reconstruct the wind fields based on a limited set of parameters. The development of parametric
wind models started with the introduction of the Rankine vortex model [17] by Depperman [18].
Later, Schloemer [19] proposed an alternative model under the concept of distributing the storm pressure
in a rectangular hyperbola, from which Myers [20] derived a pressure–wind relation, and Holland [21]
added a new parameter (B shape parameter) in the pressure distribution. Since then, other studies have
raised modifications and adjustments to suit individual cases or locations. More recently, satellite and
radar measurements motivated the revision of those models (e.g., [8,22,23]), and their parameters
(e.g., the Holland-B parameter by Vickery and Wadhera [24]), while new models developed based on
measurements or physical processes theory (e.g., [25–30]).

The use of parametric models is frequent due to their efficiency, simplicity, and low computational
cost, hence is an excellent alternative if the driving parameters are accurately determined [31].
For instance, they are particularly useful to derive wind fields for long-term studies requiring modeling
a large number of storms. Some examples of the use of parametric wind models include waves and
storm surge analysis [32–36], wave setup estimation [37], risk modeling [38–40], forecasting [41,42],
storm surge and waves hindcasting [43], emergency management [31], structural design [44], and
analysis of trends under present climate and global warming [45,46].

Despite the widespread use of parametric models, there are only a few published studies
comparing ocean waves estimated using them. Phadke et al. [31] compared three parametric wind
models and evaluated TC derived waves from numerical models with buoy measurements from
one TC, finding that a modified Rankine vortex provides better results for estimated wind fields but
without a clear conclusion related to ocean wave fields. Jeong et al. [8] found differences of several
meters of Hs between the Rankine model and a modified version. Nevertheless, based on previous
studies, it is unclear which model could give better results when used for modeling TC derived waves.
When dealing with few events, this is not an issue as it is possible to analyze different parametric
wind models to determine which one is the most accurate (e.g., [47]). However, this is particularly
problematic when dealing with a vast amount of historical or synthetic events to assess extreme wave
climate conditions and wave parameters for design.

This study is presented as an extended case study of the more readily available and commonly
used parametric wind models for use in wave modeling when considering a large number of
events. Please note, that for a small number of events, complex models (e.g., [29,30]), may provide
different conclusions than those of this study; nevertheless, their use for a large number of events
is unfeasible as they require data which are not readily available for historical and synthetic events.
We evaluated six parametric wind models by comparing the wind fields with ten TC events in the
Gulf of Mexico (GoM) and the Caribbean Sea that reach major categories available in the H*Wind
database. Subsequently, we conducted a direct comparison between numerically-obtained wave data
and measurements from seven National Data Buoy Center (NBDC) buoys. We employed 13 wind field
events, each one obtained with each of the six parametric models. Finally, we present a discussion
about a permutation technique for each of the waves derived from the parametric models, in order to
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identify if a permutation method would provide better results for determining the tropical cyclones
derived wave conditions.

2. Methods and Data

The main objective of this study was the assessment of different parametric wind models for
use in numerical wave modeling strategy, based on two steps: (1) assessment of the accuracy of six
parametric wind models to reproduce tropical cyclone wind fields; and (2) assessment of the ocean
waves derived from numerical models forced by parametric wind fields. To assess the parametric
model wind fields, we used H*Wind data from ten different tropical cyclones. In turn, we assessed
the accuracy of the wave modeling results by using wave data from 13 events recorded by the NBDC
buoys in the GoM and the Caribbean Sea.

2.1. Wind and Wave Data

As input to the parametric wind models, we used the HURDAT2 data [48], which consists of
6-h temporal data for storm center location (lon-lat), maximum sustained 1-min surface wind speed
(kt), central pressure (mbar), and the mean radial distance to the 34, 50 and 64 kt wind lines around
the TC center. It is important to note that HURDAT2 data do not contain information about the
radius of maximum wind (Rmw). While this parameter can be calculated using empirical formulas
(e.g., [22,24,49–51]), their uncertainty is large. We then considered it more appropriate to use the Rmw

available in the original HURDAT database [52]. Figure 1 shows the TC trajectories and categories for
the analyzed events.
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Figure 1. Buoy locations (colored triangles) and 1-h cubic spline interpolated tropical cyclone trajectories
and category (colored lines). The number denotes the tropical cyclone as follows: (1) Andrew 1992; (2)
Opal 1995; (3) Georges 1998; (4) Bret 1999; (5) Lili 2002; (6) Ivan 2004; (7) Dennis 2005; (8) Emily 2005; (9)
Katrina 2005; (10) Rita 2005; (11) Wilma 2005; (12) Dean 2007; and (13) Ike 2008.

For the assessment of the parametric models derived wind fields, we used the H*Wind database
(Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory at the Hurricane Research Division in NOAA).
This dataset ensembles multiple available surface weather observation sources (e.g., surface aviation,
ships, coastal platforms, reconnaissance aircraft, anemometers, buoys, coastal stations, and satellite
measurements), delivering high-resolution TC wind fields distribution in terms of u and v wind
components (m/s) of the maximum sustained 1-min surface wind speeds at a 10 m reference height above
mean sea level. The spatial extent of the wind fields covers an area of 8.67◦ × 8.68◦ and presents a spatial
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resolution of 0.0542◦ (~6 km). The temporal resolution between two consecutive wind fields is usually
within the range of 3–7 h. Despite the uncertainty in the H*Wind product [53], it can be considered the
best available TC wind field estimations (along with ocean buoys for point comparison). The H*Wind
database is freely available for events earlier than 2013 at http://www.hwind.co/legacy_data/.

To assess the wind velocities and resulting wave conditions at specific locations, we used the
NDBC buoy data, which include wind velocity (m/s), wind direction (◦), significant wave height (m)
and peak wave period (s). These data are freely available at http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/. For buoys
with anemometers at a 5 m height, the 10 m winds were calculated assuming a logarithmically varying
wind profile following Mears et al. [54]. Figure 1 shows the location of the buoys, while Table 1 shows
the characteristics for each buoy.

Table 1. Characteristics of the National Data Buoy Center buoys (NDBC) buoys used in this study at
the time of analysis.

NDBC BUOYS

Buoy ID Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦) Depth (m) Anemometer Height (m) Period

42001 −89.658 25.888 3246 10 1975–2017
42002 −93.666 25.79 3566.16 10 1973–2017
42003 −85.612 26.044 3282.7 5 1976–2017
42039 −86.008 28.791 307 5 1995–2017
42040 −88.205 29.205 274.3 10 1995–2017
42056 −85.059 19.874 4446 5 2005–2017
42057 −81.501 16.834 293 5 2005–2017

2.2. Parametric Wind Fields

Two main parameters are used in all six parametric wind models: the maximum sustained 1-min
speed (Vmax) in m/s and the radius of maximum wind (Rmw) in km. In addition, the Holland model [21]
uses the storm central (Pc) and ambient pressure (Pn) in mbar, while the Emanuel model [27] uses an
outer radius (radius to vanishing winds) (Ro) in km to limit the storm profile size. Ro is the radius at
which the wind field becomes indistinguishable from the ambient flow. The computed winds fields are
gradient 1-min maximum sustained speed V(r) in m/s. The following is a description of each of the
parametric models assessed in this study.

1) Rankine model (RK)
Depperman [18] introduced a Rankine vortex model [17] as one of the first models describing the

TC wind profile. He proposed to approximate the wind fields associated to TC by the classical Rankine
vortex approximation (a center region as solid-body rotation, or constant vorticity, surrounded by
circulation with zero vorticity), where the gradient speed distribution is given by Equation (1).

V(r) =

 Vmax
(

r
Rmw

)
, 0 ≤ r < Rmw

Vmax
(

r
Rmw

)X
, r > Rmw

, (1)

where r is the radial distance, and X is the scaling parameter that adjusts the velocity distribution in
the radial direction [18]. The theoretical value for X is 0.5 [55,56], and typical values in the literature
for X in the Atlantic and Pacific TCs are between 1/3 and 2/3 [57]. For example, Mallen et al. [58] found
mean values for major TC (Vmax > 50 m/s) of 0.48 and progressively smaller values for the less intense
TCs. Here, we used a value of 0.5 for X.

2) Holland model (HL80)
The Holland model (1980) derives the pressure–wind profile from Myers [20] and extends the

surface pressure field proposed by Schloemer [19] by introducing the B parameter to determine a

http://www.hwind.co/legacy_data/
http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/
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modified rectangular hyperbola, as shown in Equation (2) for pressure profile and Equation (3) for
wind profile.

P(r) = Pc + (Pn − Pc)e(−
Rmw

r )
B

(2)

V(r) =


(Rmw

r

)(Pn − Pc)
Be[−(

Rmw
r )

B
]

ρ

+ r2 f 2

4


0.5

−
f r
2

(3)

where ρ is the air density, f is the Coriolis parameter (f = 2 Ω sin ϕ; where Ω is the rotation rate of the
Earth 7.292 × 10-5 rad/s and ρ is the latitude), e is the base of the natural logarithm and B is the shape
parameter. Different models for B parameter exist in the literature (Levinson et al. [59] summarized
five equations). Here we used B derived from Equation (3) at the radius of maximum gradient wind,
(when r = Rmw and V = Vmax):

B =
Vmax

2 e ρ+ f Vmax Rmw e ρ
(Pn − Pc)

(4)

3) Young and Sobey model (SB)
The Young and Sobey [60] wind profile model modifies the Schloemer [19] profile in the outer

part of the profile where r ≥ Rmw, as given in Equation (5).

V(r) =

 Vmax
(

r
Rmw

)7
e(7(1−

r
Rmw )) r < Rmw

Vmax e(0.0025 Rmw+0.05)(1− r
Rmw ) r ≥ Rmw

(5)

4) Slosh model (SLOSH)
The storm surge model for Sea, Lake and Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) [61] uses the

parametric wind model described by Houston and Powell [62], and validated by Houston et al. [63]
with H*Wind analyses. The wind profile is given by Equation (6).

V(r) = Vmax
2 Rmw r

Rmw2 + r2 (6)

5) Emanuel model (EM04)
While the previous models are partially empirical, Emanuel [27] developed a theoretical solution

with a TC model based on physical environmental parameters that control the TC structure. Equation (7)
describes the EM04 wind profile for r ≤ Ro.

V(r) = Vmax
Ro − r

Ro −Rmw

( r
Rmw

)m
 (1− b)(n + m)

n + m
(

r
Rmw

)2(n+m)
+

b(1− 2m)

1 + 2m
(

r
Rmw

)2m+1


1
2

, (7)

where b, n, and m are empirical parameters that control the shape of the wind profile. The model was
validated against flight level observations and values of b = 0.25, n = 0.9, and m = 1.6 are commonly
used (e.g., [35,64]).

The Ro parameter varies between events and during the lifetime of an event. In the Atlantic
basin, Ro has a median value of approximately 400 km [65] or Ro ~ 10 Rmw for typical values of Rmw.
However, Emanuel et al. [64] and Emanuel and Ravela [66] used a constant value of 1200 km, and Lin
and Chavas [35] used 400 km. In this study, we used Ro = 1000 km (EM04r1000) to represent the largest
TCs in the GoM and the Caribbean Sea, while we used Ro = 400 km (EM04r400) to contrast the effect of
Ro over the wind profiles.
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6) Emanuel and Rotunno model (EM11)
Emanuel and Rotunno [67] improved the EM04 model for the inner convective region by assuming

a constant Richardson Number in the storm outflow. As the Richardson Number assumption may be
violated in the outer region of the storm, the model gives an analytical gradient wind profile for V ≥ 0
(Equation (8)).

V(r) =
2 r

(
Rmw Vmax +

1
2 f Rmw

2
)

Rmw2 + r2 −
f r
2

(8)

7) Surface Background Wind Estimation
The described parametric wind models allow determining a symmetrical wind profile for a

given TC; nevertheless, TC are rarely axisymmetric, and a profile adjustment is required to create an
asymmetrical wind field. To obtain the asymmetric wind field, we added the axisymmetric wind field
to a uniform environmental background wind field relative to the advection of the TC. The environment
background wind field is related to the storm motion [68] and is commonly related to the storm’s
translation velocity (e.g., [31,41,69]). Here, we calculated the storm motion as the TC translation
velocity in the free troposphere, based on the HURDAT2 data.

As the above parametric wind models generate axisymmetric wind fields corresponding to mean
boundary layer or gradient winds, we needed to adjust the winds to a 10 m reference level, assess
the H*Wind and buoy data, and use as forcing in the wave model. There are different techniques to
compute surface winds from geostrophic winds, including atmospheric boundary layer models [70–73]
and a simple wind speed reduction factor. Here, we used the parametric approach proposed by Lin
and Chavas [35] where both surface wind field components are adjusted to 10 m surface level.

The method by Lin and Chavas [35] requires translating the axisymmetric component of the
TC wind field and background winds to the surface 10 m reference level by considering the effect of
surface friction on the storm. For the background wind field, we used a reduction factor of 0.55 over
wind magnitude, and a counter-clockwise rotation angle of 22◦ over the direction, as described by Lin
and Chavas [35]. For the axisymmetric component of the TC wind field, we employed the empirical
surface wind reduction factor (SWRF) and an inflow angle following the empirical formulations by
Bretschneider [74], as shown in Equation (9). Different studies show that the SWRF values vary from
0.95 to 0.65 [75], and different values are suggested in the literature. For instance, for the Holland model,
Harper and Holland [76] suggested that SWRF = 0.7 and Powell [77] SWRF = 0.8, while Powell [78]
suggested an SWRF between 0.75 and 0.8 and Powell and Black [79] indicated that an SWRF of 0.8 is
suitable for the SLOSH wind model. Lin et al. [69] and Lin and Chavas [35] used an SWRF = 0.85 for
EM11 model. For RK and SB models, we employed SWRF = 0.85 following Georgicu et al. [80] and
Batts et al. [81]. The SWRF values found in the literature for each model are shown in Table 2.

β =


10

(
1 + r

Rmw

)
, 0 ≤ r < Rmw

20 + 25
(

r
Rmw
− 1

)
, Rmw ≤ r < 1.2Rmw

25, r ≥ 1.2Rmw

(9)

Table 2. Surface wind reduction factor (SWRF) employed for the wind adjustment of different
parametric wind models.

MODEL EM04 EM11 HL80 RK SB SLOSH

SWRF 0.8 0.85 0.775 0.85 0.85 0.8

Finally, the storm surface axisymmetric wind field is added to the surface background wind field.
This induces an increase of TC wind speeds in the east sector of the tropical cyclone, taking as reference
the direction of TC propagation, and a decrease TC wind speed in the west sector (for northern
hemisphere events), therefore the resulting parametric wind field is asymmetric. In addition, it is
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known that the presence of two or more concentric eyewalls frequently occurs in intense symmetric TCs
(e.g., [82]). Simple parametric wind models cannot reproduce TCs with a second eyewall, a secondary
vortex has been included in some parametric models (e.g., [25]). However, to use those models,
it is necessary to determine additional TC parameters not available in HURDAT2. Therefore, in our
analysis, we only used the simple parametric wind models as described above.

2.3. Wave Model

Based on the resulting wind fields for the different selected TC, we forced the third-generation
spectral wave model MIKE 21 SW [83]. A detailed description of the MIKE 21 SW model and the setup
and calibration used in this work are included in Ruiz-Salcines [84] and Appendini et al. [45].

The wave model uses a directional discretization of 32 directions and a logarithmic frequency
discretization with 32 frequencies with a minimum of 0.055 Hz and a factor of 1.085, using a fully
spectral non-stationary time formulation. The used frequency discretization is appropriate to minimize
the Garden Sprinkler effect [32,85]. For the whitecapping process characterization, we defined
the dissipation coefficients Cdis and Deltadis equal to 3.5 and 0.6, respectively. The time step was
automatically calculated by a multi-frequency integration step, with minimum and maximum values
0.01 s and 10,800 s. As initial condition, we defined a JONSWAP fetch growth expression with
shape parameters of a = 0.07 and b = 0.09, and a peakness parameter equal to 3.3. Quadruplet-wave
interactions were included for energy transfer.

The non-structured computational mesh employed covers the area of the Gulf of Mexico and the
Caribbean Sea, with a varying resolution from 2 km near the NDBC buoys location to approximately
20 km in the rest of the area. The domain has close boundaries across Florida Strait (longitude 80◦W)
and through the islands of the Greater and the Lesser Antilles. For the water depth, we used the
ETOPO 1 bathymetry [86].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Wind Assessment

The comparison of wind profiles with wind measurements is commonly performed at geostrophic
height (e.g., [30]). This implies that measured surface winds of TC (e.g., Hwind, QuickSCAT) need to
be translated to geostrophic height. However, in this study, we compared the wind profiles obtained at
10 m above the surface, which is required information for wave models. At such level, the parametric
wind fields become asymmetric when applying the methodology presented here. To do so, we analyzed
the winds for the selected TCs (Figure 1) since wind forcing is the main parameter determining the
accuracy of wave models. The TCs with Hwind available data are: Andrew 1992, Georges 1998,
Lili 2002, Ivan 2004, Dennis 2005, Katrina 2005, Rita 2005, Emily 2005, Dean 2007 and Ike 2008 and
only wind fields over the sea are taken account (13 wind fields for tropical storms, 40 for cat1, 37 for
cat2, 45 for cat3, 56 for cat4 and 17 for cat5). Wind profiles are extracted every 22.5◦ (16 directions),
resulting in a total of 3376 individual wind profiles for analysis. To match the time and location of
the TC center, we performed a cubic spline interpolation for the HURDAT2 data before wind field
calculation, to match H*Wind information. Then, we used the H*Wind location of the TC and a mesh
resolution of 0.0542◦ to calculate the parametric wind fields. In addition, TC wind fields were rotated
placing the direction of translation towards the north, to compare H*Wind and parametric wind field
in each TC quadrant.3.1.1. Wind radial profile assessment.

In Figure 2, we compare the parametric normalized wind profiles for Katrina (Figure 2a) and
Rita (Figure 2b) events, during category 1 (cat1) and 5 (cat5) status, respectively. Table 3 summarizes
the normalized wind speed (V/Vmax) percent decay at different normalized distances from the TC eye
(r/Rmw). The results show that EM11 and SLOSH present the highest normalized wind speed increase
with normalized distance in the inner region (from TC center to Rmw), followed by EM04. RK show
the lowest increases of normalized wind speed with normalized distance and with a linear trend.
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HL80 and SB show the largest TC eye size (location of calm winds, V/Vmax ~ 0) reaching extensions
of 25% Rmw for cat5 and 22% and 30% Rmw for cat1, approximately. From there, HL80 shows a steep
increase in normalized wind speed with normalized distance, surpassing RK and EM04 at 50–60%
Vmax, approximately. SB shows a lower increase than HL80. In the areas of strong inner winds in the
eyewall (the inner region near Rmw), the EM11 and SLOSH present higher normalized wind speed,
being HL80 similar to EM04 in cat5 and higher than EM04 in cat1. The RK and SB models show the
lowest normalized wind speed in this area.
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Figure 2. Comparison of normalized wind profiles for different parametric models: (a) Katrina on
26 August 2005 at 12:00 UTC (Category 1) with Vmax = 38.58 m/s, ∆P = 32 mb, Rmw = 37.04 km,
latitude = 25.1◦; and (b) Rita on 22 September 2005 at 6:00 UTC (Category 5) with Vmax = 56.59 m/s,
∆P = 113 mb, Rmw = 37.04 km, latitude = 24.8◦. Ro = 1000 km is considered in both cases. Blue dashed
line shows the position of r = 150 km.

Table 3. Relative wind speed (V/Vmax) percent decay at different relative radius (r/Rmw).

r/Rmw
EM04r1000 EM04r400 EM11 HL80 RK SB SLOSH

C1 C5 C1 C5 C1 C5 C1 C5 C1 C5 C1 C5 C1 C5

1.5 16.0 15.2 18.8 16.5 9.4 8.1 9.3 10.3 21.6 21.6 6.9 4.7 7.7 7.7
2 32.6 31.2 37.0 33.3 23.6 20.9 21.9 24.0 34.0 34.0 13.3 9.2 20.0 20.0

2.5 43.9 42.2 49.6 44.8 36.4 32.3 32.9 35.2 42.3 42.3 19.3 13.5 31.0 31.0
3 52.0 49.9 58.6 53.0 47.1 41.7 41.9 44.0 48.3 48.3 24.8 17.5 40.0 40.0

3.5 58.0 55.7 65.4 59.1 56.0 49.3 49.4 50.9 52.8 52.8 30.0 21.4 47.2 47.2
4 62.6 60.1 70.7 63.9 63.4 55.4 55.6 56.5 56.5 56.5 34.8 25.1 52.9 52.9
5 69.5 66.6 78.6 70.9 75.2 64.8 65.5 65.0 61.9 61.9 43.5 32.0 61.5 61.5
6 74.3 71.2 84.4 75.9 84.4 71.6 72.8 71.1 65.9 65.9 51.0 38.2 67.6 67.6
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Beyond the eyewall, SB shows higher normalized wind speeds and more extended wind decay
when compared to the other models (minor than 51% of Vmax at 6 × Rmw). For wave modeling purposes,
SB will then have a wider area of high wind speeds generating ocean waves, which most likely result
in an overestimation of wave heights. Taking into account the rate of normalize wind speed decay
with the distance from the TC center, RK and EM04 are the models that present the highest rate of
normalized wind speed decay in the central region (from Rmw to 2 × Rmw), with a 21.6% decay of
Vmax at a distance of 1.5 × Rmw for RK and 15.2% for EM04. The SLOSH, HL80, and EM11 models
show quite similar profiles in the central region, although wind speed profile associated with HL80
model decays with a higher rate under weaker categories and SLOSH model decays with a lower
rate during cat5. In the outer region (with distances from TC center > 2 × Rmw), RK shows the lowest
decay rate follow by SLOSH under cat1 conditions and SLOSH and EM04 with larger Ro for cat5,
while EM11 is the fastest decaying model for cat1 and HL80 for cat5. In the case of the EM04 models,
employing lower Ro values implies a greater decay of the wind speed with increasing normalized
distance. These differences demonstrate the importance of considering the evolution of Ro with time,
particularly under weak category conditions. Nevertheless, the HURDAT2 data do not provide the
temporal evolution of Ro, hindering the use of EM04 model.

To assess the accuracy of the surface winds given by parametric wind models, we compared
radial wind speed profiles of H*Wind, and parametric wind fields, from tropical storm category to
cat5 and at each 22.5◦ (16 directions), considering the track direction as the reference. Figure 3 shows
a subset of radial profiles comparison between parametric and H*Wind radial speed profiles per
category. In general terms, parametric models do not include the effect of the environmental wind
shear, environmental conditions (e.g., [87–90]), non-uniform surfaces (e.g., [91]) and land–sea friction
contrast (e.g., [92]). Therefore, the large asymmetries shown by H*Wind wind speed profiles cannot be
represented in many cases, resulting in significant biases in the wind speed intensity and Vmax location.
The following patterns emerge from the results:

• Generally, the HL80 and SB models overestimate the size of TC eye.
• The EM11 and SLOSH models show the most accurate fit for the inner area of the wind speed

profile during major category events.
• The SB model overestimates the winds in central and outer regions of the profile for high categories,

showing good agreement only for some periods during cat3 or minor categories when the wind
profile decays slowly with radius in outer areas.

• For less intense events (cat1 and cat2), the EM04, HL80, and RK models show the best fit with
H*Wind radial profiles, with a better representation of the central region in comparison to the
outer region.

• In general, no model accurately represents the outer region (beyond 2–3 Rmw), where generally
the wind profiles decay too fast.

Figure 4 shows the mean coefficient of determination (r2) associated with all wind profiles grouped
in tropical storms, minor categories (cat1 and cat2) and major categories (cat3–cat5), comparing the
model results with H*Wind. In general, all models except SB improve their r2 with the increase of
the TC category. SLOSH, HL80, RK, and EM11 shows similar r2 for TT (0.41–0.47) while HL80 shows
the highest r2 in minor categories (0.50) followed by SLOSH and RK (0.45 and 0.41, respectively). For
major categories, SLOSH is most accurate (0.60) followed by RK, HL80, EM11 and EM04 (0.56, 0.53,
0.50 and 0.48, respectively). EM11 and RK show similar results for all categories and EM04 only show
good results for major categories. SB shows a very low r2 in all cases. As a general conclusion, the
SLOSH model is the most accurate model for these cases.
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Temporal and Spatial Distribution Assessment

To analyze the spatiotemporal accuracy of the wind fields, we performed statistical analysis
based on the root-mean-square error (RMS) and correlation coefficient (CC) of wind speed time series
extracted from the wind fields. We extracted the time series at 22.5◦ intervals and over eight points
located at different distances from the TC center. Figure 5 shows the boxplot representation of the time
series of RMS (right panels) and CC (left panels), grouped by time series located on the right (from 0◦

to 180◦), left and all quadrants (ALL) at different distances from TC center. The top panels are the
results for all the time series.
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Figure 5. Root-mean-square error (RMS) and correlation coefficient (CC) boxplot wind speed comparison
between time series of H*Wind and parametric models (a,b in top panels) and at normalized locations
(each 22.5◦ clockwise from HURDAT2 TC trajectory and at different distances from the storm center, 0.3,
0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and 4 *Rmw in each time step) for all (ALL) (c,f), right (RIGHT) (d,g), and left (LEFT)
(e,h) quadrants. Time series represents all the time steps with H*Wind data. Each box represents the
25th percentile (bottom) and 75th percentile (top) bounding the median (middle line), the wider dash
lines represent the 10th percentile (bottom) and 90th percentile (top), and red points represent above
90th percentile.
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The EM11 and SLOSH models perform better in the inner region (between 0.3 and 1 Rmw) and
for the east side quadrants in the first half of the central area (up to 1.5 Rmw). Between 1.5 Rmw and
3 Rmw, HL80 model shows the lowest RMS, while RK does it for the more remote areas (above 4
Rmw). In turn, although the SB model can represent the wind fields in some cases, it provides the
least accurate results in all quadrants. When considering the median of the RMS and CC of the total
results (Figure 5, top panels), the boxplots show that the SLOSH model presents the lowest median
of RMS and CC (7.1 m/s and 0.82), followed by HL80 and EM11 (7.3 m/s and 7.6 m/s and the CC).
Finally, RK and EM04 have a median of RMS of 7.9 and 8.6 m/s, respectively, while SB has 11.6 m/s,
where those three models have a similar median of CC (between 0.79 and 0.8). Nevertheless, EM11
and SLOSH present the lowest variability (the difference between percentiles 75% and 25%) in RMS
(2.4 and 2.3 m/s, respectively) and CC (0.15 and 0.16) followed by EM04 (4.9 m/s and 0.23), RK 5.4 m/s
and 0.23), HL80 (6.1m/s and 0.3) and SB (10.8 m/s and 0.53). Thus, EM11 and SLOSH models are more
likely to better represent the TC wind fields, mainly in areas close to the Vmax, when a large number of
TCs are under assessment.

3.2. Wave Assessment

Here, we present the evaluation of the different parametric wind models based on their use for
wave modeling, by comparing the spatial distribution of the generated waves and the time series with
the specific buoy measurements.

3.2.1. Spatial Distribution Assessment

We used steady-state simulations for two events, Dean (2007) during category 1 and Rita (2005)
during category 5, to analyze the wave field generation from different parametric wind models.
The spatial distribution of the wave field for steady-state TCs are expected to resemble the wind field
pattern, so the spatial distribution of Hs error is directly related to the capacity of the wind model to
represent the TC winds. Figure 6 shows both the H*Wind and parametric wind fields (first and third
columns), and the wave fields generated from H*Wind and parametric models (second and fourth
columns), during hurricanes Dean (cat1) and Rita (cat5). In addition, as a reference, we include the
H*Wind wind and Hs fields used for biases estimation in the first panels row. The overestimation
of the Hs generated from parametric wind fields reaches maximum values of 1.8 m, associated with
SB model during cat5 conditions, and 1.7 m associated with the EM11 model during cat1 conditions.
These overestimated values correspond to 14.4% and 26.7% higher than the Hs generated from H*Wind
wind fields, respectively. Similarly, the highest Hs underestimations are 3.3 m (51.1%) using the
SB during cat1 conditions and RK with 3.1 m (25%) during cat5 conditions. In general, differences
in the modeled wind fields are related to differences between the wind fields of H*Wind and the
parametric models, showing that the parametric wind models cannot represent TC wind fields when
the driving parameters are inaccurate, as shown by Phadke et al. [31]. From the results, we found that
the relationship between wind and maximum Hs errors is larger in weak categories, suggesting that a
correct definition of the Vmax parameter may be more relevant during weaker categories.
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Figure 6. H*Wind and parametric steady-state wind and significant wave heights (Hs) fields associated
for static situation corresponding to Dean as category 1 at 20070822T0730 (left panels) and Rita as
category 5 at 20050922T1330 (right panels). Circles correspond to the distance of Rmw and 2 × Rmw.
The black arrow shows the TC direction.

3.2.2. Wave Time-Series Assessment

We selected 13 TC and considered seven NDBC buoy locations in deep water to verify the accuracy
of the wave modeling within the GoM. To avoid errors in the predicted wind fields due to land-induced
asymmetries, we selected only offshore buoy data. We also considered an intersection buffer of 200 km
from each buoy with the TC trajectory, so that the resulting number of cases analyzed is 19.

Figure 7 shows the resulting Hs time series for each TC using the different parametric wind fields.
During TC Katrina, the Hs time series waves do not reproduce the NDBC measurements accurately,
mainly due to the highly asymmetrical wind fields near the buoy. We observed the same effect for Ike
after passing over buoy 42001. Another factor reducing the accuracy of the results is the formation
of a second eyewall, observed during TC Katrina and Rita, which the parametric models are unable
to reproduce. In particular, Katrina shows a second eye formation 60 km from the TC center that
shows higher winds than in the inner eyewall [16]. Rita presents a second eye formation after crossing
buoy 42001 (e.g., [93]). Furthermore, the uncertainty of the eye location also reduces the accuracy
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of the results [48]. Such uncertainty has an impact on the position of the wind field and, therefore,
on the associated swell. For example, for Georges and Opal (at buoys 42003 and 42001, respectively),
the modeled Hs has two peaks that are not seen in buoy measurements, implying that the parametric
wind field has the eye moving above the buoy.
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Figure 8 shows the corresponding root mean square error (RMS) and correlation coefficient (CC) 
when comparing model results to buoy data. The results show that SB has a poor performance, 
showing an overall overestimation of Hs (Figure 7) and, with few exceptions, the largest RMS (Figure 
8). Excluding SB, we found a maximum difference between RMS of 1.1 m and a mean difference of 
0.63 m, while a maximum difference between CC equal to 0.1. The model with the lowest RMS is RK, 
performing better in 47% of the cases and when the buoy is located in the inner (60%) and east zones 
(55.5%). When the buoy is located in the west area, EM04 performs better in three of the five cases. 

Figure 7. Significant wave height (Hs) time series measured from NDBC buoys and estimated from the
parametric models, for the selected tropical cyclones. Data in each figure: upper left corner: the angle
between track and buoy (in degrees from TC translation direction to buoy and positive clockwise); right
upper corner category; distance (as a function of Rmw) from the TC center to the buoy in the nearest time
step. The subplots are grouped in columns according to the buoy location related to the TC center (the inner
region, when the buoy is inside areas minor than Rmw and east and west buoy’s position respect the
translation direction of the TC). The x-axis shows the date of the time series in day/hour format (DD/HH).

Figure 8 shows the corresponding root mean square error (RMS) and correlation coefficient (CC)
when comparing model results to buoy data. The results show that SB has a poor performance,
showing an overall overestimation of Hs (Figure 7) and, with few exceptions, the largest RMS (Figure 8).
Excluding SB, we found a maximum difference between RMS of 1.1 m and a mean difference of
0.63 m, while a maximum difference between CC equal to 0.1. The model with the lowest RMS is RK,
performing better in 47% of the cases and when the buoy is located in the inner (60%) and east zones
(55.5%). When the buoy is located in the west area, EM04 performs better in three of the five cases.
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Nevertheless, RK has the slowest decaying wind speed rate, so that the winds remain higher far from
the eye when compared to other models. As a result, RK generally performs better than the other
models when simulating waves when the TC is far from the buoy, resulting in a low RMS (Figure 8),
but does not necessarily provide an accurate representation of the TC highest waves (Figure 9). This is
observed in the results when the TC approaches or moves away from the buoy (e.g., Rita on the buoy
42001 in Figure 7) and when the buoy is far of the TC eye, mainly when the buoy is at the east of the
TC (e.g., Dean and Bret on the buoys 42056 and 42002 on Figure 7).
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Figure 8. Circular diagram of root mean square error (RMS) (blue concentric circles) and correlation
coefficient (CC) (radial black dotted lines) calculated from the resulting Hs covering 24 h before and
after the TC crosses a particular buoy (shown by different symbols). The results are grouped in different
quadrants according to the location of the buoy relative to the TC center (inner region when the buoy
is located at less than one Rmw, and east and west depending on the buoy position with respect the
translation direction of the TC). The events corresponding to Georges for buoy 42040 (inner region),
Wilma for buoy 42057 (east) and Andrew for buoy 42001 (west) are represented with a red edge color to
differentiate them at the buoys 42003, 42056 and 42003 respectively (black edge color). The SB model
results for Katrina in buoy 42001 and Emily in buoy 42056 do not appear as they have very high RMS
values and are outside the plot limits (RMS = 4.52; 4.31 and CC = 0.89; 0.85 respectively).

The relative position between the buoy and the TC track influences the accuracy found between
wave model results and measurements. As such, this relative location will also affect the accuracy of the
wave results. Nevertheless, there is no clear relation between the accuracy of the wave model results
and the parametric wind fields used depending on the location of the buoy and the wind intensity.

Considering that the maximum Hs (Hsmax) attained at a particular event is the main parameter used
for extreme value analysis to determine design parameters, we proceed to assess such parameter for each
event. Figure 9 shows the Hsmax error percentage between model results and measurements. The results
show that the SB parametric winds generate the highest Hsmax error, with large overestimations.
When the buoy is located in the inner region and the east zone at less than three times Rmw, all models
have similar behavior. EM11 and SLOSH models show lower Hsmax percent error for Rita and Ike,
but higher errors than using EM04, HL80 and RK for Georges and Opal. For the east and west zones,
the accuracy of the models also varies for each case and intensity. Some models improve the results
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depending on the distance to the buoy and the intensity of the event, although without a clear trend.
Therefore, it is not possible to determine the most accurate model for all cases when considering Hsmax.
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Figure 9. Maximum Hs error percentage between model results and measurements for all TC.

Figure 10 summarizes the accuracy of the wave modeling results based on the Hsmax, RMS, and CC
boxplot of the time series. For Hsmax percent error, RK shows the best fit for all areas (Figure 10a)
followed by EM11 and SLOSH. SB shows large overestimations and HL80, and EM04 underestimate
the median despite showing relatively good results. In the inner region (Figure 10b), RK also shows the
better fit, although EM04 has a very similar distribution, and it is followed by HL80. For the east area
(Figure 10c), RK also provides the best fit, followed by SLOSH and EM11. The largest overestimations
of Hsmax was by SB, including all cases and all areas. The lowest RMS error (Figure 10e–h) is obtained
by the RK model, followed by SLOSH, EM04, EM11, and HL80, which have similar distributions,
while SB has a larger RMS than all other models. For the CC (Figure 10i–l), the values are very similar,
although they are higher for EM04, which shows a distribution with low dispersion around 0.85.
Similar to the analysis for Hs, we analyzed time series of mean and peak wave period as part of our
study, obtaining similar results (not shown).
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Figure 10. Boxplots of: (a–d) maximum Hs percent error between buoys and model results; (e–h)
corresponding root-mean-square error; and (i–l) correlation coefficient. Boxplots of: (a,e,i) all areas;
(b,f,j) the inner region (buoy located at a distance less than the Rmw from the TC); (c,g,k) the east; and
(d,h,l) the west, referring to the buoy location relative to the TC center considering the translation
direction of the TC.
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3.2.3. Time Series Permutations

As each model may perform better depending on the TC characteristics (e.g., track and intensity),
we hypothesized that using all or some models to calculate the Hs based on an ensemble may provide
more accurate results. We then assessed the use of ensembling the results from different models
by arranging the resulting time series in all possible combinations, referred to as permutations.
Such concept conducts to a resulting wave field which is the average of the wave fields of the models
included in each proposed combination of models (each permutation), so the resulting time series
correspond to the average of the time series included in each permutation. This means that for
each parametric wind field involved in a permutation, we need to run a wave model forced by each
parametric wind field. The resulting wave fields are then averaged to obtain a single wave field which is
later used to assess its accuracy. Figure 11 shows the assessment of the error measures when comparing
the permutations to the same buoy measurements than for the wave assessment, where Figure 11a
shows the RMS, Figure 11b the CC and Figure 11c the difference between maximum simulated and
measured Hs. Note that we did not consider the SB model for the permutations, as it proved to be an
inaccurate model in the previous assessments. The numbers on the x-axis of the figures indicate the
models included in each permutation: EM04 (1); EM11 (2); HL80 (3); RK (4); and SLOSH (5).
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Figure 11. Significant wave height: (a) root-mean-square error; (b) correlation coefficient; and (c)
difference between maximum simulated and measured. The numbers in the x-axis indicate the models
included in each permutation: (1) EM04; (2) EM11; (3) HL80; (4) RK; and (5) SLOSH. The error measures
are calculated from the time series selected by 24 h before and after the TC crosses the buoys. Each box
represents the 25th percentile (bottom) and 75th percentile (top), the median is the blue circle with
a black point inside, the blue lines represent the 10th percentile (bottom) and 90th percentile (top),
blue circles points represent above and below 90th percentile and 10th percentile. The error measures
are ordered from less to more error denoting the results in blue RMS, green for CC, and red for the
maximum difference.
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The results show that some permutations improve the RMS over the use of individual models,
except RK, which has the minor RMS median. Nevertheless, the variance may be improved, as shown
by the permutation of EM04, RK, and SLOSH models (145 in Figure 11a), which improve the variance
in the 75th percentile and 5th percentile for RMS and has a similar median to RK (4 in Figure 11a).
Regarding the CC results (Figure 11b), the permutation results are very similar, although RK shows
a large variance (4 in Figure 11b). Figure 11c shows the maximum Hs error for all permutation,
where permutations 24 and 45 improve Hs maximum differences with similar variance as RK (4).
The previous results show that the improvement using permutations is marginal and, in some cases,
improving an error measure may worsen another one. However, the permutation approach allows us
to quantify uncertainty associated with the use of different parametric models (parameter uncertainty)
when conducting wave studies for tropical cyclones. Moreover, while the use of permutations will
require an increase number of simulations, the advent of parallel and GPU computing enables the use
of permutations as a feasible method to calculate ensemble runs for waves using different parametric
wind models.

4. Conclusions

The use of parametric models to determine wind fields to force wave models is a common practice
in offshore and coastal engineering. While the use of a particular wind parametric model can be more
accurate for a specific event, it is unclear if any specific model is more accurate when simulating a
large number of tropical cyclones. As there is a broad suite of parametric wind models, we provide an
assessment to determine the accuracy of six commonly used models in engineering practice, focusing
on their accuracy when used for wave modeling. As the accuracy of the wave model results depends
strongly on the ability of the parametric wind fields to reproduce the TC winds, the accuracy of the
HURDAT parameters is crucial. In addition, the inability of the parametric wind models to reproduce
strong asymmetries of the wind fields and second eye formations impose limitations on their use for
wave modeling.

The results presented show that a particular parametric wind model may more accurately represent
the winds for some areas of the TC, or during some stage of its life, but there is not a particular model
that overall outperforms the others. The variations in the maximum winds and waves estimates can
be up to 15% and 30%, respectively, depending on the parametric model (excluding the SB model,
which highly overestimated winds and waves). Concerning the wind fields, EM11 and SLOSH seem
to be more accurate to represent areas closer to the eyewall (inner region, from TC center to Rmw),
while the central region (from Rmw to 2* Rmw) is better represented by HL80 and RK models, and the
outer region (distance from center > 2* Rmw), by RK. In general, the RK model proves to be more
accurate when evaluating the results of wave modeling. However, it is a consequence of the slow
decaying of the wind profile, which results in the higher waves in areas away from the TC center.
As such, the wave error measurements area improved but does not necessarily represent the Hsmax

accurately. In general, the wave fields far from the center of the tropical cyclone (distance > 4 Rmw

times) will likely not be well represented since there is overall fast wind decay between 2 and 3 Rmw in
the parametric wind profiles, particularly in the western areas of the wind field.

The results lead us to conclude that the selection of a particular wind parametric model will
be more accurate for some events, but will induce errors for others. Therefore, when modeling a
large number of events, we do not expect significant improvements depending on the parametric
model used, as the inaccuracy for some events will be compensated with the accuracy of other events.
Nevertheless, the SB model proved to result in large overestimations, and, thus, we do not recommend
this model in wave studies, unless it is for a particular storm where it proves to be accurate. In addition,
the EM04 model is not recommended as it requires the Ro parameter (limiting the TC size), which is
usually unavailable for historical storms and synthetic databases. Similarly, EM04, HL80, and RK model
depend on the wind profile shape parameters than need be adjusted case by case. Therefore, when
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modeling a large number of events, we recommend the use of the simplest parametric wind models,
without shape parameters, such as EM11 or SLOSH models.

We explored the use of permutations to obtain ensemble results using combinations of different
parametric wind models. Results for a limited number of events do not show substantial improvements.
However, further research on the implementation of the permutation methods to assess parameter
uncertainty, related to the use of different wind parametric models, is warranted.
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